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In the aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic parachutes, it is important to understand surface pressure

distribution because it is strongly related to the fluctuation of drag and problematic unstable deformation of a

parachute. However, there is a paucity of studies that focuses on the detailed surface pressure distribution.

Therefore, we investigated the interior and exterior of a rigid disk-gap-band-type parachute as the first step, under

the assumption that the forebody or suspension lines are absent, and thus the pressure and drag fluctuations are small.

Two configurations are considered: onewitha continuous gapanda vent orifice, representinga conventionalDisk-Gap-

Band parachute, and one with a discontinuous gapmade up of 8 separate orifices and a vent orifice. Bymaking the gap

discontinuous, the interior and exterior pressure fluctuations are reduced. Furthermore, as indicated by the flowfield

analysis, the discrete gap reduces the asymmetric pressure distribution interior the parachute, and the interior pressure

fluctuation far from the center is suppressed. The result is considered useful for the suppression of unstable deformation

such as area oscillation. This is currently a problem in supersonic parachute operation. In addition, we have identified

locations on the model surface where the pressure fluctuations contribute to the drag fluctuations of the model.

Nomenclature

a = speed of sound
CD = drag coefficient
Cp = pressure coefficient

Dp = projected diameter of canopy

DV = vent diameter
D0 = nominal (reference) diameter of canopy
eT = total energy per unit volume
Ek;Fk = inviscid and viscous flux vectors in k direction (k �

1; 2; 3 corresponding to x; y, z, respectively)
H = total enthalpy
HB = height of band
HC = height of canopy
HG = height of gap
M = Mach number
Pr = Prandtl number; 0.71
p = local pressure
p0 = total pressure
Q = conservative variable vector
q = primitive variable ( ρ; u; v; w, or p in three dimen-

sions)
R = reattachment region
Re = Reynolds number based on 1 m and freestream speed

of sound
ReDp = Reynolds number based onDp and freestreamvelocity

Sopening = total opening area

SG = gap opening area
Sp = projected area of canopy

SR = separated region

St = stagnation region
SV = vent opening area
S0 = nominal (reference) canopy surface area
T = temperature, or period of time
uk = velocity components in Cartesian coordinates
VL = longitudinal vortex
Xp = depth of cylindrical parachute model

xk = Cartesian coordinates
y� = nondimensional wall distance
α = angle of attack
γ = specific heat ratio; 1.4
δp = pressure fluctuations
κ = thermal conductivity; μcp∕Pr
λg = geometric porosity

μ = molecular viscosity
ρ = density
σCD = standard deviation of drag coefficient fluctuation
σp = standard deviation of pressure fluctuation

φ = azimuthal angle around x axis

Subscripts

ave = average value
case1 = value of case 1
case2 = value of case 2
i = cell i
i; j = interface between cells i and j
in = value inside canopy
out = value outside canopy
0 = value at azimuthal angle φ � 0
22.5 = value at azimuthal angle φ � 22.5
∞ = freestream value

I. Introduction

R ECENTLY in the space development field, manned planetary
exploration (especially to Mars) attracted worldwide attention.

To realize future manned planetary exploration, a more reliable para-
chute system is necessary for landing. The disk-gap-band (DGB)-type
supersonic parachute is traditionally adopted [1], and the parachute
exhibits the open areas termed as thegap andvent (seeFig. 1).The flow
of air from the open areas reduces the force generated during parachute
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inflation [2]. The supersonic parachute also exhibits significant advan-
tages in terms of drag per weight and transportability, although its
reliability still remains a challenge. The interaction between the wake

of the payload and detached shock wave is focused on as an unstable
phenomenon.With respect to the phenomenon, the conditions to avoid
large-scale interference were clarified in several previous studies

[3–5]. Let us briefly review the related, earlier works (computational
studies are summarized in Table 1).
Karagiozis et al. [6] conducted an elaborate ghost-fluid-method-

based large-eddy simulation (LES) on theMach2 flowaround aDGB-
type parachute, where the forebody and the parachute deformation

were considered but permeability treatmentwas not clearly explained.
In spite of their considerable effort, however, their solution still

exhibits 20% errors compared with the corresponding experiment
conducted by Sengupta et al. [7]. According to Karagiozis et al. [6],
this difference arose from the poor resolution at thewake flow and the

shock interaction. They also carried out the detached-eddy simulation,
yielding only 3–6% differences from the LES result. In addition, they
actually focused on the canopy deformation itself but did not examine

the detailedwake flowdynamics.Another importantwork byKimand
Peskin [8] simulated flows around single and multiple parachutes
using the immersed-boundary method (IBM). However, their condi-

tions were limited to very low speed (0.6–1.2 m∕s). Xue and Naka-
mura [9] and Xue et al. [10,11] conducted a series of studies on

supersonic parachutes. In Refs. [10,11], they assumed the parachute
canopywas rigid (i.e., no deformationwas considered) and focused on
its surrounding supersonic flow physics, such as shock interactions
and oscillations: Particular attention was paid to the separation
between the forebody and the canopy in Ref. [10], whereas the effects

of the (rigid-body-modeled) suspension lines were discussed in
Ref. [11]. The effect of separation distance was surveyed in Ref. [9]
for a flexible canopy. All these findings were of great importance, but
they assumed laminar flows throughout their papers. They claimed
that their solution was in good agreement with the experimental data

for time-averaged surface pressure values. However, it is questionable
whether turbulent effects were truly negligible in their cases, espe-
cially in terms of unsteadiness of the wake flow and the shock. Guru-
swamy [12] did three-degree-of-freedom (3-DOF) computations at
Mach 0.43 and 2.0. However, he employed a classical numerical flux
(which has huge numerical dissipation) with a Reynolds-averaged

Navier–Stokes (RANS) turbulence model. Hence, the resultant
flow resolution could be somewhat degraded, although the method
itself was worth mentioning. Tezduyar et al. [13] also conducted
a milestone work. They proposed a fluid–structure-interaction (FSI)-
type method and applied it to a parachute canopy, considering its

deformation, porosity, and the suspension lines. However, their flow
velocity is limited to 25.7 ft∕s (very low speed), which is obviously
different from our target condition, i.e., an unsteady, supersonic

Fig. 1 Configuration.

Table 1 Related computational parachute flow papers

Authors Primary focus
Turbulent
treatment

Mach
number

Deformation
treatment Permeability Forebody

Suspension
lines/risers

Present Wake/canopy DDES 2 Rigid No No No
Karagiozis et al. [6] Canopy deformation LES 2 Ghost fluid No Yes Yes
Kim and Peskin [8] Multiple parachutes Laminar 0.002–0.004 IBM No Yes Yes
Xue and Nakamura [9] Canopy deformation Laminar 1.6–2.1 IBM No Yes No
Xue et al. [10] Suspension lines Laminar 2 Rigid/IBM No Yes Yes
Xue et al. [11] Clearance Laminar 2 Rigid No Yes No
Guruswamy [12] Method RANS 0.43, 2 3-DOF/damper No Yes No
Tezduyar et al. [13] Method Laminar 0.02 FSI Yes No Yes
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turbulent wake flow. Moreover, the last two papers were dedicated to
the proposed method therein and the demonstrations of their capabil-
ities rather than the wake flow unsteadiness. This holds also to Stein
et al.’s work [14], where fluid–structure-interaction (FSI) simulations
were carried out on the parachute canopy with an apparently low flow
velocity.
As indicated earlier in this paper, there is a paucity of extant

studies on the supersonic DGB parachute’s wake. The steady pressure
distribution exterior to the canopy is examined with respect to a
hemispherical cup [15] (which is a simpler form) and a flat circular
ribbon parachute [16] (inwhich the influence on thewake is lowdue to
a small opening area). However, the larger opening area of the DGB
generates a larger jet, and the jet significantly interacts with the wake;
this complicates the wake (the flow physics of such a jet formation
and its shock interaction arevery similar to those of crossflow jets, e.g.,
Refs. [17,18]). Simultaneously, the complicated wake can cause
motion of the bow shock ahead of the canopy, possibly resulting in
pressure changes inside the canopy and the area oscillation. To sup-
press the phenomenon, it is necessary to understand the basic physics
of the flow around theDGBparachute.However, thewake of theDGB
that is generated by the interaction between supersonic flow and a
flexible body is extremely complicated [6]. To understand the complex
flow, it is necessary to assume that there is noparachute deformation or
no forebody (capsule ahead of the canopy). Furthermore, on the actual
parachute surface, the interior and the exterior pressure fluctuations are
closely related to the parachute deformation and flutter as previously
described. However, it is difficult to investigate thewake in detail from
the viewpoint of model support in a wind-tunnel test [7,19].
Hence, we will investigate the pressure fluctuation on the interior

and exterior of a rigid model that mimics the supersonic DGB para-
chute by using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as a first step to
understanding the DGB wake: specifically, delayed detached-eddy
simulation (DDES) [20], which captures most of the wake flows
by accurate LES but switches to economical RANS at near-wall
flows (and is nowbecoming oneof the standardmethods for afterbody
flows [21]), will be used. Additionally, wewill discuss the fundamen-
tal physics of the flow around a model representing a DGB canopy
in isolation, including the relation between the surface pressure
fluctuation amplitude and characteristics of the flowfield or position.
Furthermore, we will select the gap configuration that significantly
influences the flowfield as a parameter and compare the difference
in the surface pressure fluctuation amplitude.We focus on the position
that significantly influences parameters including the area oscillation
and obtain a better gap configuration to reduce thepressure fluctuation
there. It is expected that the present results will contribute to the
realization of a more reliable planetary landing system as a funda-
mental survey excluding the complex canopy deformation and the
forebody interaction.

II. Numerical Setup

A. DGB Parachute Model Configuration

In the study, we use two types of rigid models that mimic the DGB
parachute to investigate the effect of the opening area configurations
on the drag and the surface pressure distributions. Case 1 (Fig. 1a)
mimics the rigidmodel used in thewind-tunnel test. In the rigid-model
wind-tunnel tests [22], it is necessary to support the band. Thus, case 1
also has eight band-support structures at 45 deg intervals. Thus, the
gap of case 1 is separated and discretized by the structure. The thick-
ness (2 mm) and the (rectangular) leading-edge configuration were
decided according to manufacturing tolerances [22].
Next, case 2 (Fig. 1b) simulates a traditional and actual DGB

parachute. However, in case 2, suspension lines between the disk
and band are omitted because they are extremely thin (please see
Refs. [6,10] for their influences). Thus, the gap in case 2 is continu-
ous. This is the main difference between case 1 and case 2.
The Cartesian coordinate system (x; y; z) is defined such that

its origin corresponds to the center of the leading edge of the parachutes.
Specifically, the x axis is along the direction of the central axis of the
parachute, the y axis is defined so that the angle of attack is defined
around it, and the z axis is orthogonal to the aforementioned two.

The key geometric parameters of the two types of DGB para-
chutes are shown in the following (Table 2, and Figs. 1c and 1d).
All parameters (with the exception of the vent and related parameters)
are consistent with the experiment [22]. In parachute development,
the nominal (reference) area S0 or the x-directional projected para-
chute surface areaSp (including opening areas such as gaps and vents)
is traditionally used to calculate the aerodynamic coefficients. The
nominal (reference) diameter D0, for instance, is given as follows:

D0 �
�������������
4S0∕π

p
(1)

In Table 2, all the key parameters normalized byD0 orS0 are shown in
brackets.
Additionally, the geometric porosity λg is an important parameter for

supersonic parachute development. Specifically, λg denotes the geomet-
ric opening area per total parachute surface area and is given as follows:

λg � Sopening
S0

� �SG � Sv�
S0

(2)

BasedonTable2, thegeometricporosityof case1λg;case1 is 8.2%and that

of case 2 λg;case2 is 11.9%.For reference purposes, thegeometric porosity

of theMars Science Laboratory is approximately 12.8% [23]. In terms of
the geometric porosity, the parameter that is presently used is different
because our DGB parachute configurationmimics awind-tunnel experi-
ment model as previously described. Thus, this is not a problem. Our
motivation involves understanding basic flow physics by comparing
computational results with the wind-tunnel experimental results.

B. Governing Equations

In the study, the governing equations are three-dimensional com-
pressible Navier–Stokes equations as follows [Eqs. (3a–3c)]:

∂Q
∂t

� ∂Fek
∂xk

� 1

Re

∂Fvk
∂xk

(3a)

Q �

0
BB@

ρ

ρul

eT

1
CCA; Fe �

0
BB@

ρuk

ρuluk � pδlk

�eT � p�uk

1
CCA;

Fv �

0
BBBB@

0

τlk

umτmk �
κ

�γ − 1�Pr
∂T
∂xk

1
CCCCA (3b)

Table 2 Key geometric parameters of the DGB parachute

Parameter Value

Nominal (reference) diameter D0, mm 53.8

Projected diameter Dp, mm
�Dp∕D0�

40.0
[0.744]

Vent diameter Dv, mm
�Dp∕D0�

4.90
[0.091]

Band height, HB (mm)
�HB∕D0�

4.83
[0.090]

Gap height HG, mm
�HG∕D0�

2.00
[0.037]

Canopy height HC, mm
�HC∕D0�

17.5
[0.325]

Nominal (reference) area S0, mm2 2.27 × 103

Projected area, Sp, mm2

�Sp∕S0�
1.26 × 103

[0.553]

Gap areas SG;case1 and SG;case2, mm2

�SG;case1∕S0, SG;case2∕S0�
1.67 × 102, 2.51 × 102

[0.074, 0.111]

Vent area Sv, mm2

�Sv∕S0�
1.89 × 101

[0.0083]

Geometric porosities λg;case1 and λg;case2, % 8.2, 11.9
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τjk � μ

�
∂uj
∂xk

� ∂uk
∂xj

�
−
2

3
μ
∂ul
∂xl

δjk (3c)

where subscripts k, l, m, and n correspond to 1, 2, and 3 denoting
theCartesiancoordinates;ρ denotes the density;ui denotes thevelocity
components (i � 1; 2, and 3 corresponding to u, v, and w, respec-
tively); eT denotes the total energy per unit volume; p denotes the
pressure; H denotes the total enthalpy �H � �eT � p�∕ρ�; and T
denotes the temperature. Theworking gas is air,which is approximated
by the calorically perfect gas model with the specific heat ratio of
γ � 1.4. The Prandtl number isPr � 0.71. The molecular viscosity μ
as calculated via Sutherland’s formula and thermal conductivity κ are
related as κ � cpμ∕Pr, where cp denotes the specific heat at constant

pressure. To incorporate the turbulence effects, the molecular viscosity
μ is replaced by (μ� μt), where μt denotes the turbulence viscosity.
Similarly, κ is replaced by (κ � cpμt∕Prt), and Prt denotes the

turbulent Prandtl number corresponding to 0.90.
The Reynolds number is defined in Eq. (4) as follows:

Re � ρ∞a∞L∞

μ∞
(4)

where L∞ is a unit length (1 m), and a∞ denotes a freestream sound
speed. Note that this Reynolds number appears as a result of normali-
zation of the Navier–Stokes equations, whereas U∞ (a freestream
velocity) may be used as a reference velocity when it comes to the
experimental flow conditions, for instance.

C. Computational Methods

We conduct three-dimensional numerical computation by using
Fast aerodynamic routines (known as FaSTAR) [24] developed
at the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) as a high-speed
flow solver for unstructured grids. The system of equations [Eq. (3)] is
discretized via a cell-centered finite volume method. We use DDES
[20] based on the Spalart–Allmaras one-equation model with no
tripping term ft2 with rotation correction (SA-noft2-R) as the turbu-
lencemodel. This corresponds to aReynolds-averagedNavier–Stokes/
large-eddy simulation hybridmodel. In themodel, a near-wall region is
modeled via SA-noft2-R (RANS family model), and the other regions
are modeled via LES. As a result, each computational case can be
completed within a few weeks at JAXA’s second-generation super-
computer system. A numerical flux for an inviscid term is calculated
by an advection upstream splitting method (AUSM)-type scheme,
namely, simple low-dissipation AUSM [25]. The Green–Gauss-based
weighted least-squares method [26] is used for gradient reconstruction
with a Venkatakrishnan slope limiter [27]. With respect to the time
integration method, a lower–upper symmetric Gauss–Seidel scheme
[28] is adopted with a second-order backward difference.

D. Computational Grids

We use HexaGrid [29] (which is an automatic meshing tool devel-
oped at JAXA) to generate the unstructured computational grids based
primarily onhexahedral Cartesian grids (that are not axisymmetric and
will play a role in breaking the flow symmetry). The computational
grids for case 1 and case 2 are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively.
The coordinate system is defined as mentioned earlier in this paper.
As shown in Fig. 2c, the computational domain corresponds to a
35D0 × 35D0 cube that is filled with hexahedra, prisms, pyramids,
and tetrahedra; and the origin of the coordinate system (i.e., the para-
chute nose) is set at 8.75D0 downstream from the inflow boundary.

Furthermore, the number of cells is approximately 8.6 × 106 for each
case. To resolve the boundary layer, the first cell height is defined to
satisfy y� < 1. Furthermore, the confirmation of grid convergencewill
be described in Sec. III.B.

E. Computational Conditions

The computational conditions are selected to correspond to the
wind-tunnel test [22] conditions in Table 3, such as the freestream

Mach number M∞ � 2.0, Reynolds number ReDp (based on the
diameter of the body), total pressure p0, and local pressure p∞:

ReDp
� ρ∞U∞Dp

μ∞
(5)

Additionally, the angle of attack throughout the study corresponds
to 0 deg.

F. Aerodynamic Coefficients

We defined the axial force coefficient and the pressure coefficient
Cp as follows:

CD � Fx

q∞S0
(6)

Cp � p − p∞

q∞
(7)

where Fx denotes the x component force; p denotes local pressure;
and p∞ and q∞ denote freestream pressure and dynamic pressure,
respectively.

G. Pressure Measurement Point Distribution

We set 20 pressure measurement points on the surface of
the parachute models to investigate pressure fluctuations. As shown
in Fig. 3, 10 points were set on the exterior of the parachute, and
the other 10 points were set on the interior of the parachute. The aim
of the setting involves comparing the amount of exterior pressure
fluctuations of the parachute with those interior the parachute. As
shown in Fig. 3, measurement points 1–5 are set at the positions
where the distance from the center corresponds to 20, 40, 60, 80, and
92.5% of the radius. The points are labeled with a subscript of “in”
or “out” that denotes the interior or exterior of the parachute, respec-
tively. Additionally, the points are also labeled with a subscript of “0”
or “22.5” that denotes the azimuthal angle φ (see Fig. 3) around the
x axis (center axis of the parachute) to investigate the effect of the
band-support structure on pressure fluctuations. The point sequence
of 10–50 is set in the range of the azimuthal angle of the “gap
influence region,” and the point sequence of 122.5–522.5 is set in the
range of the azimuthal angle of the “no gap influence region.” For
example, the measurement point that is termed as 1out0 denotes that
the point at which the distance from the center corresponds to 20% of
the radius exterior, and its azimuthal angle φ � 0.

III. Results and Discussions

A. Validation

First, we conduct computations for two different parachute configu-
rations to validate our computational methods and setup. A configura-
tion (case 1) corresponds to the comparison in terms of the exterior
surface flowfield of the parachute. Another configuration (a cylindrical
parachute without gaps) is in terms of the interior pressure fluctuation
of the parachute.

1. Surface Flowfield Validation for Unsteady Computations

To validate our unsteady computations, we compare a time-
averaged solution of our unsteady computation with the final result
of an oil flow experiment [22] that is assumed to capture a global and
large-scale (low-frequency) surface flowfield.We create the averaged
data by using 100 files with 500 time-step intervals (i.e., averaged
over every 0.0935 s). Therefore, the total average section is 9.35 s.
Figure 4 shows both computational and experimental exterior surface
flowfields of the DGB parachute model. As shown in the figures, our
computational result is in qualitative agreement with the experimen-
tal result [22] in terms of the following: 1) patterns of origin of
longitudinal vortex V1, 2) patterns of the reattachment line of the
horseshoe vortex, and 3) patterns of reverse flow.
We discuss the aforementioned three patterns. Initially, we focus

on pattern 1. The patterns are generated at both ends of each single
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gap hole, and we considered this as generated by the longitudinal
vortex VL (see Fig. 5). Pattern 2 is termed as the reattachment line
of the horseshoe vortex. Additionally, in the computational result,
the line is closer to the gap hole than the experimental result. We
assume that the difference is made by the turbulence model we used
(SA-noft2-R-based DDES). In the model, regions near the wall
are calculated by the SA-noft2-R RANS model. The model tends
to overestimate the horseshoe vortex. In this case, a possibility
exists wherein the primary vortex of the horseshoe vortex can be

Table 3 Conditions of the supersonic
wind-tunnel test (computation)

M∞ 2.0

ReDp 6.60 × 105

p0, kPa 1.32 × 102

p∞, kPa 1.71 × 101

T∞, K 177.78

Fig. 2 Computational grid.

Fig. 3 Pressure measurement point distribution.
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overestimated (a pure LES may improve this, but at an expense of
tremendous cost, which is beyond the scope of the present work).

Finally, the patterns of reverse flow (pattern 3) are observed in both
results. In the experiment, the downstream-half part corresponding
to the exterior of the model is colored by pink oil (see Fig. 4c).
Therefore, the forward movement of pink oil in Fig. 4b represents

the reverse flow.

2. Pressure Fluctuation Validation for Unsteady Computations

To validate our unsteady computational method, we compare the

pressure fluctuations in our unsteady computation result with the
fluctuations in thewind-tunnel test result that used amore simplified,
cylindrical parachute model (Fig. 6 [5]). The pressure measurement
point is set at the position wherein the distance corresponds to half of

the depthXd of the model. The position of the pressure measurement
point corresponds to that in the experiment [5]. Figure 7 shows the
result of the comparison. The computational result (orange-colored
dashed line) captures two characteristics of the experimental result.

The first characteristic is that the experimental result corresponds
to δp in the range of 100–400 Hz. The other characteristic is that it is
constant in the ranges of 10–100 and 400–1000 Hz. Therefore, we
observed that our computational method sufficiently captures the

characteristics of pressure fluctuations in the range of 10–1000 Hz.

B. Drag Coefficient Average and Fluctuations

1. Unsteady Calculation and Average of Drag

An extremely important aspect of parachute performance is drag.

Thus, we compare the drag coefficient CD of case 1 with that of

case 2. The unsteady computation is conducted in two stages as

shown in the following:
1) The first stage (preparation) has 30,000 time steps of unsteady

calculation withΔt � 7.5 × 10−5 s [maximum Courant–Friedrichs–
Lewy �CFL� ≈ 1900].

Fig. 4 Surface flowfield validation.

Fig. 5 Longitudinal vortex behind the gap (colored by static-pressure-
normalized pressure p∕p∞ instead of Cp).

Fig. 6 Simplified cylindrical parachute model.

Fig. 7 Spectrums of interior pressure fluctuations of the parachute

model [5].
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2) For the second stage (data acquisition), after the first-stage
calculation, a 60,000-time-step unsteady calculationwithΔt � 7.5 ×
10−5 s �CFL ≈ 1900� is conducted.
To eliminate the effect of the initial condition and to obtain the

original unsteadiness, the data obtained from second-stage calcula-

tion were adopted. In the range of time, initially, we compared the

average ofCD (CD;ave), as shown inTable 4. The average is conducted

by using the second-stage data. Additionally, CD;ave in case 1 is

0.928, and case 2 is 0.918; i.e., the CD;ave in case 1 is 1.1% higher

than that in case 2. These results are obtained by using a “medium”

computational grid in which a grid convergence was confirmed [see

Fig. 8]. The result shown in Fig. 8 indicate that the medium grid is

enough to eliminate the influence of grid resolution on CD;ave.

Herein, the cell number N of each grid is shown in Table 5. For

reference, there is the shape and the drag coefficients of another rigid

DGB parachute model (having one-half of an ellipsoidal configura-

tion, made of nylon, with the undisclosed geometric porosity λg) for
another wind-tunnel test [30]. The CD;ave of this model is 0.88, and

this value is very similar to those obtained in the present study. The

slight discrepancies from case 1 or case 2 would have come from the

differences in the curvatures of the disk region and the geometric

porosity λg.

2. Fluctuation Amount of Drag

Second, we also calculate the standard deviation of the fluctuation

of CD (σCD) to quantitatively compare the fluctuation amount of the

cases.As shown inTable 4, σCD of case 1was 5.72 × 10−4, and σCD of
case 2 was 14.8 × 10−4. Thus, the results indicate that the drag

fluctuation amount of case 1 is approximately 60% smaller than that

of case 2. In terms of the two indices, case 1 may be preferable as a

decelerator for use atMach 2 because it exhibits the characteristics of

high drag force and low drag fluctuation amount, although both of
those fluctuations are very small compared with the average values.

3. Frequency Component of Drag Fluctuation

Third, in the range of time, we conduct a Fourier transform on the
data of drag fluctuations to clarify major frequency components
involved in the fluctuation. The results are shown in Fig. 9 as power
spectral density (PSD) dual logarithmic graphs. In the graphs, the
orange-colored curve shows the original data of the PSD. Further-
more, the blue-colored curve shows the simple moving average
(SMA) of the original data to indicate the rough trends of original
data. Subsequently, adjacent 20 data are used to conduct the SMA.
Figure 9a shows the PSD of case 1. The results indicated that the PSD
decreases almost quadratically until approximately 18 Hz, and there-
after decreases nearly linearlywith respect to the frequency. Figure 9b
shows the PSD of case 2. The characteristic of the graph is that
the PSD in the range of 10–160Hz is especially highwhen compared
to that in case 1. The reason for this will be discussed in detail in
Sec. III.E.

C. Surface Pressure Fluctuations for the Interior and Exterior

1. Exterior and Interior Surface Pressure Fluctuation Amounts

We focus on the surface pressure fluctuations interior and exterior
each case. A surface pressure fluctuation is important because it
involves deformation of the parachutes. We focus on 20 pressure
measurement points, and their distributions are shown in Fig. 3.
Based on the data obtained from the points, we calculate the standard
deviation of the pressure fluctuation to evaluate the amount of
fluctuations quantitatively. Table 6 shows the average of standard
deviations of pressure fluctuations σp;ave. As shown in the table, in
case 1, the σp;ave exterior is approximately five times that on the

interior. Therefore, the outer pressure fluctuation is dominant in case
1. Conversely, in case 2, the σp;ave exterior is only 1.2 times that on the

interior. Therefore, the results indicate that the interior pressure
fluctuation is significant when compared with that in case 1. Specifi-
cally, the pressure fluctuation of interior case 2 is 9.6 times that in case
1. Furthermore, the pressure fluctuation of exterior case 2 is approx-
imately 2.3 times that of case 1. (Thus, in case 2, the gap configuration
has reduced the interior pressure fluctuation by approximately 90%
and the exterior pressure fluctuation by 57%.) Based on the results,
pressure and drag fluctuations are significantly underestimated while
using the gap shape (case 1) that is tested on the wind tunnel.

2. σp of Each Pressure Measurement Point

The next topic corresponds to the σp of each pressuremeasurement
point. Figures 10a and 10b show the σp on the exterior and interior,

respectively, in case 1. Figures 10c and 10d show the σp on the

exterior and interior, respectively, in case 2. As shown in Fig. 10a,
while the σp ofmeasurement point 1 is highest atϕ � 0 (1out0), the σp
of measurement point 3 is highest at φ � 22.5 (3out22.5). As shown in
the result, the σp on exterior case 1 exhibits a phase difference due to
the influence of the discretized gap. The mechanism of the large
fluctuation on the 3out22.5 is explained later in Sec. III.E. Conversely,
as shown in Fig. 10c, the σp ofmeasurement point 2 is highest at each

azimuthal angle φ (2out0, 2out22.5). The mechanism of the large
fluctuation on 2out0 is also explained later in Sec. III.E. As shown
in the figure, the magnitude of the σp varies only based on the radial
distance, and its magnitude correlation is the same in each azimuthal
angleφ because of the absence of themodel shape difference between
the azimuthal angles of 0 and 22.5. As shown in Fig. 10d, the σp of

measurement point 4 is the highest at each azimuthal angle φ;
similarly, the magnitude correlation of σp is the same in each azimu-

thal angle φ.
Conversely, it is known that an area oscillation (which corresponds

to a problematic instability phenomenon of a supersonic parachute)
occurs when the region far from the center is deformed [6]. Therefore,
in order to suppress the area oscillation, it is considered as effective
to reduce the pressure fluctuation in the region far from the center,
such as measurement points 4 and 5 in the study. Figure 10e shows

Table 4 Average and standard deviations
of the CD fluctuation (CD;ave, σCD)

CD;ave σCD

Case 1 0.928 5.72 × 10−4

Case 2 0.918 14.8 × 10−4

Fig. 8 Grid convergence confirmation.

Table 5 Cell number of each grid

Case 1 fN cells (1∕N�g Case 2 fN cells (1∕N�g
Coarse 5.3 × 106�1.9 × 10−7� 4.2 × 106 (2.4 × 10−7)

Medium 8.6 × 106�1.2 × 10−7� 8.6 × 106�1.2 × 10−7�
Fine 29.6 × 106�3.4 × 10−8� 32.3 × 106�3.1 × 10−7�
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the result of extracting σp of measurement points 4 and 5 in each
case. A comparison with case 2 indicates that the decrease in σp
interior case 1 is significant. The concrete mechanism for this will be
explained subsequently in Sec. III.E. Furthermore, the sum of the σp
of measurement points 4 (interior and exterior) and 5 (interior and
exterior) in case 1 is reduced by approximately 70% when compared
to that in case 2 (see Fig. 10f). Therefore, case 1 (which exhibits a
more complex configuration) appears to be better in terms of area
oscillation suppression. On the actual, flexible parachute surface, the
interior and the exterior pressures mutually interact and different
modes might be activated. In such a case, the location of the pressure
maximummight be different, and a parametric study taking themodel
structure into accountwill be necessary for stability analysis.But, still,
the present findings will be useful pieces of information for funda-
mental understanding of the unsteady pressure fluctuations and their
effects on the parachute deformation. Moreover, the present results
directly apply to the early stages of the parachute development in
which a rigid model is widely used.

D. Relation Between Surface Pressure Fluctuations and Drag
Coefficient Fluctuations

In the previous section, we discussed the surface pressure fluctua-
tions and drag coefficient fluctuations. In this section,we consider the
part of the parachute that significantly contributes to the drag fluctu-
ations by surveying the frequency component of each fluctuation.

1. Case 1

First, we focus on case 1, which exhibits a large pressure fluc-
tuation on the exterior asmentioned in the previous section.As shown
in Fig. 11a, the power spectral density graph of the drag fluctuation of
case 1 superimposed on the PSD graphs of pressure measurement
points1out22.5 and3out22.5. Thepoints are selected because they exhibit
the highest and second highest σp, and they adequately represent the
frequency characteristics of the fluctuations in the surrounding points
(see Figs. 11c and 11d). For example, in Fig. 11c, four PSD graphs of
measurement points including 3out22.5 are shown. These are located
near the 3out22.5, and these PSD graphs show almost identical trends.
This indicates that these PSD graphs have different values but have
similar frequency characteristics. Therefore, the frequency character-
istics of 3out22.5 represent its surroundingpoints, and they can attribute
to the frequency characteristics of drag less than 15 Hz. As seen in
Fig. 11a, for 15Hzor less, the PSDof 3out22.5 exhibits good agreement

with the PSD of CD. With respect to the PSD of 1out22.5, on the other
hand, it exhibits good agreement with the PSD of CD in the range of

more than 15 Hz. Thus, the drag fluctuation of less than 15 Hz is

attributable to the position of 3out22.5, and the fluctuation exceeding

30 Hz is attributable to 1out22.5.

2. Case 2

Next, let us focus on case 2. As mentioned in the previous section,

it is necessary to consider the interior and exterior pressure fluctua-

tions. As shown in Fig. 11b, the PSD graph of the drag fluctuation in

case 2 overlaps with the PSD graphs of pressure measurement points

2out0 and 4in0. The PSDs of 2out0 and 4in0 are selected because they

exhibit the highest σp on the exterior and interior, respectively, and

adequately represent the frequency characteristics of the fluctuation

in the surrounding points (see Figs. 11e and 11f). Figure 11e indicates

that these PSD graphs excluding 2out0 show good agreement for 2out0
of less than 20 Hz. Therefore, 2out0 can attribute the frequency

characteristics of drag of less than 9 Hz. In addition, Fig. 11f shows

that these PSD graphs excluding 4in0 exhibit good agreement for 4in0
in the range of 20–200 Hz. As shown in Fig. 11b, the results indicate

that the PSD of 2out0 is consistent with the PSD of CD in the range of

less than 9Hz. It was also observed that the PSD of 4in0 exhibits good
agreement with the PSD of CD in the range exceeding 100 Hz. The

agreements suggest that the drag fluctuation of less than 9 Hzmainly

occurs at the position corresponding to 2out0 and the fluctuation of

more than 100 Hz is attributable to 4in0.
As shown in the results for case 1 and case 2, the positions

that significantly contribute to the drag fluctuation are identified. It

is considered that the aforementioned positions would contribute to

the future improvement of a conventional DGB parachute, at least for

the present setup. Additionally, in each case, the results indicate that

the CD fluctuation of the entire parachute can be represented by the

PSD graph at only two points on its surface. These remarks will be

verified by taking the forebody and the model support into account in

future work.

E. Relationship Between the PSD Graph and Flowfield

In the previous section, we clarified the relationship between the

fluctuation components of the pressure fluctuation and the position.

In this section, we discuss how the pressure fluctuations are created

by the flowfield.

1. Case 1: Exterior

Initially,we focuson case 1.Figure 12 shows aperiod of variation in

the pressure distribution of the 3out22.5 in case 1. The black lines on the
surface of the parachute denote the surface streamline. As shown in

Fig. 12, there are approximately four regions termed as area of the

longitudinal vortexAVL.AVL is generated by longitudinal vortices and

barely moves. Therefore, the main pressure fluctuation by moving of

the reattachment region occurs in the region,with the exception ofAVL

Fig. 9 PSD graphs of CD fluctuations.

Table 6 Average of the standard deviations
of the pressure fluctuation (σp;ave)

Exterior Interior

Case 1 5.83 × 10−3 1.19 × 10−3

Case 2 13.6 × 10−3 11.5 × 10−3
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(the schematic is shown inFig. 13).Theperiod of visualizationT in the
figure is approximately 0.15 s (≅7 Hz). We defined the time instant
in Fig. 12a as t∕T � 0.0, and the results indicate that the pressure
of 3out22.5 increases until t∕T � 0.5 because the reattachment region
R that indicates relatively high pressure gradually covers 3out22.5.
Subsequently, the pressure of 3out22.5 decreases until t∕T � 1.0. As
shown in case 1’s interior, the σp of 1out22.5 is the highest, although the
details of the flowfield at this point are omitted because the fluctuation
near the center of the parachute is not expected to play a role in the area
oscillations.

2. Case 2: Exterior

Next, we focused on the exterior of case 2. Figure 14 shows
a period of variation in the pressure distribution of 2out0 in case 2.
The period of visualization T in the figure is approximately 0.15 s
(≅ 7 Hz). We defined the time in Fig. 14a as t∕T � 0.0 when the

low-pressure region due to separation SR covers 2out0. The results

indicate that the pressure of 2out0 increases until t∕T � 0.5 because

relatively high-pressure region R approaches to 2out0. Subsequently,
given the approach of SR, the pressure of 2out0 decreases again.

In contrast to case 1, the reattachment region R and separated region

SR move in the whole exterior region of case 2 (the schematic

is shown in Fig. 15). This leads to the difference in the pressure

and drag fluctuation amount between case 1 and case 2. Additionally,

Fig. 14 also shows the asymmetric pressure distribution of case 2’s

exterior. A band-support structure is absent in case 2, and thus AVL

that restricts the movement of R in case 1 is not formed. Therefore,

the results indicate that the reattachment region R can be gathered

to the left side in this figure. In the case of a flexible parachute, this

could potentially cause one-half of a canopy to deform if the pressure

at both sides mutually interacts significantly. Figure 16a shows

the u velocity contours and velocity vectors of the flowfield near

Fig. 10 σp of each pressure measurement point.
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the reattachment region R at t∕T � 0.0 in case 1 [this plane is

y∕�Dp∕2� � 0.55]. The region colored in red represents the reverse

flow region, and the reverse flow goes to reattachment region R.

Similarly, Fig. 16b shows theuvelocity contours and velocity vectors
of the flowfield around R at t∕T � 1.0 in case 2. As shown in the

figure, it is observed that the reverse flow goes towardR. On the other

side of R (right side in this figure), separation and vortex regions are
observed.

3. Case 2: Interior

Finally, we focus on the interior of case 2. Figure 17 shows a single

period of variation in the pressure distribution of 4in0 in case 2.

Fig. 11 Relation between surface pressure and drag coefficient (CD) fluctuation.
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The period of visualization T in the figure is approximately 0.04 s
(25Hz), andwe defined the time in Fig. 17a as t∕T � 0.0 s. Figure 18
shows the contours of the pressure and y directional (see Fig. 3)
velocity v vectors at t∕T � 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0. When t∕T � 0.0, the

stagnation regions (St) gather to the lower-half in Fig. 17a, and the
upper-half (left-half in Fig. 18a) corresponds to thevortex region.The
pressure of 4in0 decreases until t∕T � 0.5 when the expansion flow
(“Exp.”) becomes stronger (see Fig. 18b). Subsequently, the pressure
of 4in increases along with that of the complete region interior of the
canopy. It was considered that the increase was caused by the
departure of the vortex region from the interior wall of the canopy
(see Fig. 18c). As shown in the result, in case 2, its pressure distri-
bution exhibits large asymmetry even interior, and this causes large
canopy deformation and collapse similar to that of the exterior. In
contrast, when a band-support structure exists, this could act as a type
of rectifying plate and can create a slightly symmetrical flow and
pressure distribution interior of the canopy.

IV. Conclusions

In the study, the CFD calculations were conducted to investigate
the basic flowfield of the supersonic parachute (DGB type) and the
two configurations were compared, wherein a configuration mim-
icked the wind-tunnel test model that exhibits a discrete gap opening
area (case 1), and the other configuration mimicked a simplified
actual configuration that exhibits a continuous gap opening area
(case 2). Then, the following conclusions were obtained:
1) In terms of the amount of CD fluctuation, the results indicated

that case 1 exhibited 60% lessCD fluctuation than that in case 2. The
result suggested that the drag fluctuation can be underestimated by
using a general wind-tunnel test model.
2) In terms of the pressure fluctuation amount, in case 1, the

fluctuation amount of the exterior was five times that of the interior.
Thus, the fluctuation in the exterior was dominant because all of the
fluctuation was generated by the interaction between jets from the
gap or the vent and wake of the canopy. Additionally, the results
indicated that the interaction generated the reattachment region on the
exterior surface and the moving of the region caused the main drag
fluctuation.
3) Conversely, in case 2, the fluctuation amount of the exterior was

only 1.2 times that of the interior. This was because the interior also
exhibits large asymmetry pressure distribution due to the lack of
band-support structure. A comparison with the pressure distribution
in case 1 indicated that the structure suppressed the exterior pressure
fluctuation. The structure generated a vortex region that caused a
relatively small pressure fluctuation backward and restricted the
movement of the reattachment region, causing a high-pressure fluc-
tuation. Without the structure, the amount of outflow from gap in
each direction was gathered to a side, and its asymmetry produced
large fluctuations. As described earlier in this paper, in case 2, large
fluctuations occurred both interior and exterior, given that the benefit
of the structure was absent.
4) From the area oscillation suppression viewpoint, case 1 was

considered as a better configuration. This was because the area
oscillation occurred when the position far from the parachute center
was deformed; and the effect of the band-support structure, as pre-
viously described, reduced 70% of the pressure fluctuation.
5) In case 1, as shown in the PSD graph and visualization of the

pressure distribution, the fluctuation of less than 15 Hz was consid-
ered to mainly occur at the position corresponding to approximately
60% of the radius from the center of the parachute. Additionally, the

Fig. 13 Schematic of the area in which R moves around (case 1).

Fig. 12 Pressure (normalized by the freestream value) distribution
variation in case 1.
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fluctuation exceeding 15 Hz was considered to mainly occur at the
exterior near the vent.
6) Similarly, in case 2, the fluctuation of less than 9 Hz was

considered to mainly occur at the position corresponding to approx-
imately 40% of the radius from the center of the parachute. In

contrast, the fluctuation in the range of 100–200 Hz was considered
to mainly occur at the position corresponding to approximately 80%
of the radius from the center of the parachute.

The present, fundamental work has been limited to the rigid,

impermeable assumption on the canopy with a relatively large thick-

ness, as well as the absence of the forebody or suspension lines, while

geometrical porosities of thegap andvent havebeen considered.These

will be taken into account in future studies for better explanations

on the wake flows, their interaction with the canopy deformation, and

the other detailed parts at higher frequencies. A higher Mach number

or Reynolds number (i.e., larger geometries) will also provoke higher-

frequency modes, calling for extra computational burdens; such a

survey is also currently planned as a separatework, as well as a survey

on the support effect in the wind-tunnel experiment. Taking all these

into account will eventually lead to a good guideline for designing

Fig. 15 Schematic of the area in which R moves around (case 2).

Fig. 16 Reattachment region and surrounding flow.

Fig. 14 Pressure (normalized by the freestream value) distribution
variation in case 2.
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Fig. 17 Pressure (normalized by the freestream value) distribution variation for case 2 (interior).

Fig. 18 Pressure (normalized by the freestream value) fluctuation and flowfield interior the canopy in case 2.
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novel parachute configurations and further developments of the related
studies.
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